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ABSTRACT

Microhomology-mediated break-induced replication
(MMBIR) is a DNA repair pathway initiated by poly-
merase template switching at microhomology, which
can produce templated insertions that initiate chro-
mosomal rearrangements leading to neurological
and metabolic diseases, and promote complex ge-
nomic rearrangements (CGRs) found in cancer. Yet,
how often templated insertions accumulate from pro-
cesses like MMBIR in genomes is poorly understood
due to difficulty in directly identifying these events
by whole genome sequencing (WGS). Here, by using
our newly developed MMBSearch software, we di-
rectly detect such templated insertions (MMB-TIs) in
human genomes and report substantial differences
in frequency and complexity of MMB-TI events be-
tween normal and cancer cells. Through analysis of
71 cancer genomes from The Cancer Genome At-
las (TCGA), we observed that MMB-TIs readily ac-
cumulate de novo across several cancer types, with
particularly high accumulation in some breast and
lung cancers. By contrast, MMB-TIs appear only as
germline variants in normal human fibroblast cells,
and do not accumulate as de novo somatic muta-
tions. Finally, we performed WGS on a lung adenocar-
cinoma patient case and confirmed MMB-TI-initiated
chromosome fusions that disrupted potential tumor
suppressors and induced chromothripsis-like CGRs.
Based on our findings we propose that MMB-TIs rep-
resent a trigger for widespread genomic instability
and tumor evolution.

INTRODUCTION

Massive chromosomal rearrangements are hallmarks of
cancer and can promote a number of other diseases as
well. The discovery of chromothripsis, which is associated
with various types of cancer, demonstrated that chromo-
somal rearrangements can be highly complex, and that
they are often induced by a single, catastrophic event (1–
5). This represented a significant shift in our understand-
ing of chromosome instability, which had previously been
believed to represent accumulation of individual, small
genome changes over time. To explain the nature of the
initial event triggering such catastrophes, two mechanisms
were proposed. First, the massive shattering of a chro-
mosome followed by random stitching together of frag-
ments by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) resulting
in chromothriptic chromosomes was supported by analysis
of cancer genomes by Illumina sequencing (1,3,5). Alterna-
tively, it has been proposed that chromothripsis may rep-
resent abnormal DNA synthesis that proceeds by multiple
rounds of template switching to produce complex genome
rearrangements (CGRs) and sometimes copy number gains
(4,6–8). The latter mechanism has been also called ‘chro-
moanasynthesis’ in order to emphasize its DNA-copying
nature, and it was originally described for CGRs associ-
ated with several congenital neurological disorders, which
revealed that the genetic rearrangements at CGR break sites
are highly complex (9–12). Specifically, Sanger sequencing
analysis of the segmental duplications thought to cause
Pelizaeus–Merzbacher disease (PMD) identified complex
combinations of break points, which presented evidence
of template switching at microhomologies that led to copy
number gains from duplications up to quadruplications
(10,12). The authors proposed that this mechanism, named
microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MM-
BIR) (13–15), underlies a number of neurological disor-
ders, and represents an alternative to NHEJ in triggering
chromothripsis in cancer (7). A fraction of MMBIR events
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contained templated insertions at the place where MM-
BIR was initiated, and these insertions were proposed to
reflect the initial step or precursors of complex genomic
rearrangements (including CNVs) associated with MM-
BIR (10,11,16). Initial Illumina sequencing of chromoth-
riptic oncogenomes did not identify templated insertions at
breakpoints indicative of MMBIR (1,3,5). However, a re-
cent study of chromothriptic genomes selected from over
2500 cancers, which also used more sophisticated analy-
sis methods, occasionally revealed templated insertions that
could be explained by MMBIR at some chromothriptic
junctions (17).

Despite this recent progress, the frequency of MMBIR-
initiating templated insertions (MMB-TIs) and how signif-
icantly they may contribute to genomic instability in can-
cer remain poorly understood. Currently, our knowledge of
MMB-TIs is based on characterization of the junctions of
CGRs or copy number variations (CNVs) (8,10–12,16–20).
This limits our understanding to only those MMBIR events
that result in CGRs, and even in these cases, some MMB-TI
events are missed due to alignment problems. It is likely that
MMB-TIs may occur more frequently but result in small-
scale genetic lesions that are not detectable using current
approaches. To advance our understanding of the contribu-
tion of MMB-TIs to genetic stability and genome evolution,
a forward approach with the resolution to detect individual
MMB-TI events that are not defined by whether they pro-
duce CGRs is required.

Previously, we modeled MMB-TI events in a yeast exper-
imental system, where we observed that that MMBIR can
be initiated by the interruption of break-induced replica-
tion (BIR) (21), provoked by the absence of Pif1 helicase
which is required for processive BIR replication, reviewed
in (22,23). In these studies we observed template switching
events at sites of microhomology that led to the formation
of short insertions copied from a nearby template (within
100 bp from the position of insertion) and that were flanked
by microhomology (21). These events were highly similar to
MMB-TIs proposed to initiate MMBIR events in humans
(8,10,11,16).

Here, we have combined the MMB-TI signature observed
in yeast with features of templated insertions that were ob-
served in association with human MMBIR events (e.g. in-
creased sizes of templated insertions, involvement of several
templates, and several other features reflecting higher com-
plexity of MMB-TI events described as being associated
with congenital diseases and cancer) (Figure 1A) to create a
new software tool called MMBSearch, which uses a highly
sensitive mapping strategy to identify templated insertions
from whole-genome sequencing (WGS) reads irrespectively
of whether they are associated with CNVs or CGRs. Us-
ing our MMBSearch software, we report the first genome-
wide characterization of MMB-TIs in normal and cancer
human cells. We observed accumulation of MMB-TI events
across several types of human cancers. By contrast, MMB-
TI events in normal human skin fibroblasts were present
only as germline events and did not accumulate in somatic
cells. Finally, by performing WGS on a non-small-cell lung
cancer patient case we identified tumor-specific MMB-TI
events that initiated a chromothripsis-like pattern of CGRs.
Our data demonstrate that MMB-TI accumulation repre-

sents a specific signature of cancer cells, while MMBSearch
is a powerful tool that can be used effectively in multiple
cell contexts to analyze the frequency of MMB-TIs and the
associated genetic outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Read preprocessing and the MMBSearch tool

MMBSearch was used with either raw reads files or reads
extracted from an alignment (BAM) file. Samtools (ver-
sion 1.9) was used to extract unmapped reads from BAM
files via the alignment flag, while soft-clipped reads and
reads with indels were extracted from gapped alignments
(those aligned by BWA-MEM (24) by selecting reads con-
taining ‘I’, ‘D’ or ‘S’, in their CIGAR string. For ‘prepro-
cessing’ of reads to be analyzed by MMBSearch, PRINSEQ
(25) was used to perform low-complexity filtering via the
DUST algorithm (threshold = 7). Trimmomatic (version
0.38) (26) was then used to perform adapter trimming with
the Truseq3 Single-end adapter set and to perform trimming
of low quality bases and N bases from read ends using the
following parameters: LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLID-
INGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36.

After preprocessing, MMBSearch aligns reads using
BWA-backtrack and an error threshold of 4. MMBSearch
then recovers all unmapped reads (those with more than
four differences from the reference) and splits them in half.
The half-reads are again aligned to the reference by BWA-
backtrack with the same error threshold, and the reads with
one mapping and one non-mapping half are accepted for
clustering. Clusters that meet the user-specified threshold of
reads are analyzed by their anchoring side (mapping half-
read for each read in the cluster). Clusters that anchor all
left, all right, or left and then right are accepted, and con-
sensus sequences are called for the anchored reads. The two
consensuses that form from left-then-right clusters are lo-
cally aligned to each other to correct any positional er-
rors. The full consensus contigs are then compared back to
the reference sequence to determine the sequence of a can-
didate MMB-TI region (insertion or breakpoint). The se-
quence of the MMB-TI region is then used to search for a
nearby template (within 100 bp). MMBSearch outputs files
containing the consensus contigs, full clusters, and called
MMB-TI events (a list of insertions, reference locations,
and alignments of each insertion to its template). MMB-
Search parameters used in this study for initial quantifica-
tion of MMB-TI events and parameters for in-depth anal-
ysis are listed below (also see Supplementary Figure S1A).
For paired samples analyzed by MMBSearch, results files
can be compared to one another to identify MMBSearch
calls that are common between the two samples or unique
to one sample or the other (see Supplementary Figure S1B).

The source code for MMBSearch and a full tutorial con-
taining instructions for pre-processing WGS reads, instruc-
tions for installing MMBSearch and running MMBSearch
in a high performance computing cluster environment, ba-
sic post-processing instructions (comparison of results be-
tween two samples, see Supplementary Figure S1B), and
descriptions of results file entries are available from https:
//github.com/malkovalab/MMBSearch.

https://github.com/malkovalab/MMBSearch
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Figure 1. MMBSearch is a novel tool to detect MMB-TI events in NGS reads. (A) Signatures of MMBIR from yeast and from human genomes that
produce MMB-TIs. (Left) Top line: The outcome (signature) of MMB-TIs from studies in yeast (21) is an insertion (orange text) located in proximity and
inverted orientation to its complementary template (light blue text) and flanked by microhomologies at the junctions (green and dark blue underlined text).
Bottom line: The original sequence (Ref). (Right) Features of MMB-TIs in humans (red text) based on studies of CNVs in congenital diseases (8,10–12,16–
20). (B) The MMBSearch tool identifies MMB-TIs based on the signatures described in (A): (i) reads containing MMB-TIs (red), which do not align to a
reference genome are collected and re-aligned as half-reads. (ii) Reads where the first half (yellow) aligns while the second half (red) does not are collected
and clustered by position of the aligned halves. The aligned read halves serve as anchors, and whole reads anchored on the same side (right – R or left –
L) are used to create consensus sequences. If R and L consensuses overlap by position and are discordant (middle example), they are aligned to each other
to create the full accurate consensus, which is compared back to the reference genome to identify the full MMB-TI sequence. (iii) The reverse-complement
of the MMB-TI is aligned to the reference genome within 100 bp from the insertion to identify a possible template. (C) (top) Schematic for creation of
synthetic insertions by replacing sequence with the reverse complement of a template from 80bp upstream (5′ of the insertion). (bottom) Number of true
positives (TP), number of false positives (FP) and recall (TP/total) called by MMBSearch from processing of synthetic reads generated from Chromosome
17 with 993 synthetic insertions sized 20–50 bp. (D) (top) Schematic for creation of synthetic insertions by appending the reverse complement of a template
from 80bp upstream (bottom). Analysis for the reads in top analyzed similarly to (C).
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Reads derived from clonal skin fibroblasts (27) (NCBI
accession: PRJNA336369; dbGaP: phs001182), and reads
derived from dbGaP IB lung adenocarcinoma (NCBI ac-
cession: PRJNA157939; dbGaP: phs000488) were ana-
lyzed with respect to human genome reference version
GRCh37/hg19 to maintain positions with previous stud-
ies, while all other samples were analyzed with respect to
GRCh38/hg38 for posterity.

Fibroblast data sets were analyzed using the follow-
ing MMBSearch configuration parameters: For the initial
(quantitative) analysis of all events, minimum MMB-TI
event length was set to 10 bp with a minimum 80% identity
between the MMB-TI and its reference template. Secondary
(detailed) analysis to find more complex MMB-TI events
and to eliminate interference from shorter microsatellites
was achieved by setting the minimum MMB-TI length to 25
bp, with a minimum of 40% identity between the MMB-TI
event and the template. For both analyses, minimum clus-
ter size was set to 10 reads. Cluster size was reduced to 3
reads for the sample used for comparison to cancer genomes
(Supplementary Figure S8). Similarly, for both lung ade-
nocarcinoma datasets and all TCGA datasets, minimum
MMB-TI event length was set to 10 bp with a minimum
identity of 80% between MMB-TI and template for quanti-
tative analysis. The two lung adenocarcinoma samples ana-
lyzed in-depth underwent secondary (detailed) analysis, al-
lowing a minimum of 20 or 25 bp depending on read length
(100 and 150 bp respectively) with 40% identity between
MMB-TI and template. For all cancer datasets, minimum
cluster size was set to 3 reads (All other MMBSearch con-
figuration parameters were left as default unless otherwise
specified). The number of reads of evidence for MMB-TI
events and structural variant (SV) junctions were used to
infer clonality by dividing the number of MMB-TI or SV
event reads by the reported average mappable coverage of
the genome. Events with read counts <30% of the average
mappable coverage were considered to be sub-clonal.

Fibroblast and lung adenocarcinoma datasets that were
analyzed in-depth were manually inspected to exclude false
positive calls and microsatellite calls, and had positions of
germline (Fibroblasts) and sub-clonal to clonal (Lung ade-
nocarcinoma) MMB-TIs confirmed using BLAT (28) to ex-
clude ambiguous calls (See Supplementary Figure S1C for
details and examples of all manually excluded results) and
to help resolve more complex multi-templated MMB-TI
events. BLAST (29) was used to query NCBI’s Nucleotide
collection to search for previously published germline inser-
tions.

For manually inspected junctions with resolvable tem-
plates, microhomology was counted by comparing the in-
sertion junctions identified by MMBSearch in sequencing
reads to the reference-derived complement to the insertion
(template) and its flanking sequence. Microhomology was
defined as uninterrupted matching bases at the junction.
Likewise, the allowance of a single mismatch or gap that
interrupts the matching bases at a junction and results in at
least one additional complementary base is referred to as
‘microhomeology.’

Read aggregate analysis of lung adenocarcinoma samples
BO13 and BO14 to determine changes in copy number was
performed using CLC Genomics Workbench 20. Ploidy was

inferred by comparing read coverage in regions with appar-
ent copy number changes to estimated average coverage for
the genome.

MMBSearch sensitivity testing

We generated 993 artificial MMB-TIs of various sizes (20–
50 bp) in GRCh37/hg19 Chromosome 17 at regular inter-
vals, excluding regions of Chromosome 17 that contain N
bases. Using ART (version: MountRainier-2016-06-05) (30)
we then simulated paired-end 125 bp Illumina reads with an
average insert size of 500 bp with a standard deviation of
20, to an average depth of 30×. These reads were analyzed
with MMBSearch with search parameters set to a minimum
MMB-TI length of 6 bp with a minimum of three reads to
form a cluster. The results output was then analyzed for true
positives (TP) by comparing MMBSearch MMB-TI calls
to the list of artificial MMB-TI insertions. Remaining calls
or duplicate calls were considered to be false positives (FP).
The number of false negatives (FN) was determined by sub-
tracting TP from the total events inserted. Recall was calcu-
lated with the following formula: TP/(TP + FN).

Molecular biology methods

Genomic DNA was prepared from tumor and non-tumor
tissues frozen in OCT medium following tumor resection
using the Qiagen blood and Cell culture DNA Mini Kit (Cat
no. 13323). Library preparation was performed for whole
genome sequencing using the TruSeq DNA PCR-Free (350)
kit (protocol: TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Sample Preparation
Guide, Part # 15036187 Rev. A). Sequencing was performed
on the Illumina NovaSeq6000 S4 (2 × 150 bp) sequencing
platform. Tumor (BO13-UIBB-1654) tissue was sequenced
to an estimated average coverage of 51×, and non-tumor
(BO14-UIBB-1654) tissue was sequenced to an estimated
average coverage of 65.5×.

GM1604 human fetal lung fibroblast cells were cul-
tured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Life
Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Gibco) and 100 units/ml of penicillin/streptomycin
solution (Life Technologies). Cells were incubated at 37◦C
and 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. GM1604 clones
were obtained by expanding cell colonies originating from
a single cell. Genomic DNA from the expanded human fetal
lung fibroblast clones was purified using the Qiagen blood
and Cell culture DNA Mini Kit. Library preparation was
performed for whole genome sequencing using the TruSeq
DNA PCR-Free (350) kit (protocol: TruSeq DNA PCR-
Free Sample Preparation Guide, Part # 15036187 Rev. A).
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina NovaSeq6000
S4 (2 × 150 bp) sequencing platform to achieve an estimated
average coverage of 26–32× MMB-TIs and associated re-
arrangement junctions found in Lung tumor (BO13-UIBB-
1654) were confirmed by PCR. Forward and reverse primers
were designed to the boundaries of each junction (See Sup-
plementary Data S20 for all primers used), and PCR was
performed using Phusion High-fidelity DNA Polymerase
(NEB Cat no. M0530S). PCR products of junctions con-
taining MMB-TI events were sequenced by Sanger sequenc-
ing to confirm the presence of the MMB-TI within the
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rearranged allele. All PCRs were also performed with non-
tumor DNA from the same patient (BO14-UIBB-1654) to
confirm tumor specificity of the rearrangement junctions.

RESULTS

MMBSearch identifies insertions with nearby templates in
NGS datasets

To identify MMB-TI events genome wide, we developed
a computational search tool, MMBSearch, that uses an
MMB-TI signature determined from our studies in yeast
(21) as a foundation and expands upon the signature to also
include potentially longer events, events with multiple in-
stances of template switching, and events that do not return
to the same location (Figure 1A). Expanding the signature
to include these features makes MMBSearch capable of de-
tecting MMB-TI events similar to those described in asso-
ciation with human diseases (8,10,11,16,17,19,20). Specifi-
cally, MMBSearch identifies small templated insertions (10
bp at minimum and the full length of the sequencing reads
at maximum) that represent inverted copies of their tem-
plates located within 100 bp from the insertion. Because
standard genomics pipelines often exclude reads containing
insertions comparable in length to the read size, we engi-
neered MMBSearch to call only sequencing reads that were
excluded by initial alignment, and to use a split-read align-
ment strategy to create clusters of candidate MMB-TI reads
based on the positions of their reference-matching half-read
anchors (Figure 1Bi) (see Materials and Methods). The re-
sulting clusters of reads are used to create an accurate con-
sensus (a single sequence built from the agreement of all
reads in a given cluster) from which the exact boundaries
of the insertion can be determined and used to search for
nearby inverse-complementary sequence representing the
template (Figure 1Bii and iii).

We tested the sensitivity of MMBSearch using a set of ar-
tificially created human genomes that each contained 993
MMB-TIs of varying lengths (from 20 to 50 bp) on hu-
man chromosome 17 (see Materials and Methods). Inser-
tions that both replaced or did not replace the sequence
at the insertion site were included (Figure 1C, D). MMB-
Search analysis of artificial Illumina sequencing reads gen-
erated from these test genomes demonstrated recall (sensi-
tivity) of 92–97% for insertions without replacement (Fig-
ure 1D) and recall of 65–77% for insertions with replace-
ment (Figure 1C). False-positive calls were low in both cases
(1–3%) (Figure 1C, D) (see Supplementary text for details).
Thus, MMBSearch accurately calls MMB-TI events in hu-
man genome datasets.

Normal skin fibroblasts contain MMB-TIs only as germline
variants

To determine whether we could identify MMB-TI events in
normal somatic cells, we obtained sequencing reads orig-
inally prepared from clonal fibroblast lineages by (27). In
this study, the authors assessed the frequency of mutations
accumulated in an individual’s lifetime by sequencing clonal
lineages derived from several locations on the forearms and
hips of two individuals. Importantly, the ten different cell
lineages in this study all represented independent cases of

mutation accumulation. The authors demonstrated that, in
each of these lineages, both base substitutions and chromo-
somal rearrangements accumulated at frequencies that were
as high as those associated with some cancers (up to hun-
dreds of mutations per year), prompting the hypothesis that
MMB-TI mutations may be also common and/or accumu-
late in these fibroblast lineages as well.

To test our hypothesis, we analyzed sequencing reads
from all 10 clonal fibroblast cell lineages and their matched
blood samples (6 clones from individual D1 in the study and
four clones from individual D2; for full description of anal-
ysis parameters, see Supplementary text and Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Although each clone produced over 1000
MMBSearch calls, we observed that the majority (74–93%)
of all MMBSearch calls among all 10 fibroblast clones were
germline variants (Supplementary Data S1, Supplementary
Figure S2; Supplementary Data S2, S3). Of the remaining
7–26% of MMB-TI calls, which we identified as fibroblast-
specific events, manual curation determined that all calls but
one were either present among multiple fibroblast clones,
represented microsatellite alterations, or were determined
to be false-positive outcomes (Supplementary Data S1–S4).
Thus, we found no evidence of MMB-TI accumulation in fi-
broblasts with age, which represents an intriguing difference
between MMB-TI mutational events and other mutations
that accumulated at high frequency in aging fibroblasts (27).

We next analyzed the germline variants that were the
majority of fibroblast MMBSearch calls identified in the
dataset from (27) (Supplementary Data S1). When we set
the threshold to signatures of 10 bp or longer, the num-
ber of calls was very high in both individuals (between 998
and 1105 calls in individual D1 and between 984–1177 calls
for individual D2 (Supplementary Data S1)), and the ma-
jority of called events represented microsatellite alterations
or other noise. This level of noise was similar to what we
observed among the fibroblast-specific calls using these pa-
rameters (Supplementary Data S3). To reduce the noise
from shorter MMBSearch calls, we narrowed our focus to
calls that were at least 25 bp (See Materials and Methods).
After filtering out microsatellites and erroneous calls, we
found 103 MMBsearch calls from Individual D1 and 99
calls from individual D2 that were further divided into sev-
eral classes (Figure 2A; Supplementary Data S5, S7). Ten
(D1) and 11 (D2) calls were classical MMB-TI events, like
those described in (21) (Figure 2A-C (CLSC), and Supple-
mentary Figure S3A, B). Further, 10 (D1) and 14 (D2) inser-
tions were categorized as ‘in-place inversions’ (Figure 2A–
C (IPI) and Supplementary Figure S4A), which could ei-
ther result from MMBIR-like template switching producing
an insertion that completely replaces the inverted template,
or from a cut-and-paste type non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ) mechanism. The finding of microhomologies at the
borders of all these in-place inversions supports that these
resulted from an MMBIR-like mechanism (Supplementary
Figure S5B (IPI); Supplementary Figure S6B (IPI)). Two
additional classes of MMB-TI events occurred in the re-
gions of quasi-palindromes. The first were insertions that
matched an inverted template within a quasi-palindrome
that pre-existed in the reference with a few mismatches, and
also matched a second direct orientation template without
mismatches (thereby making it the more likely template),
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Figure 2. MMB-TIs are found as germline variants in human fibroblasts. (A) Schematic of different classes of MMB-TI events. REF = reference;
SV = MMB-TI event; (B) Distribution of different MMB-TI classes among germline events (parameters for search: ≥25 bp in length) identified in in-
dividual D1 (n = 103) (27). (C) Similar to (B), but for individual D2 (n = 99) (27). (D) (i) Complex MMB-TI (CM) event FG-16 found on q11.2 band of
Chromosome 3 (red vertical line indicates position; maroon triangles indicate centromere location). (ii) Alignment of event FG-16 consensus to all refence
templates. Insertion consists of three parts (orange, red and pink text) copied from all corresponding templates (light blue, purple and green respectively).
Microhomology used in each template switching event is underlined. (iii) Schematic illustrating template switching events that lead to the formation of
FG-16. Circled numbers indicate the order of template switches. Boxed arrows indicate direction of synthesis, numbers under boxes indicate length of
synthesis, and colors correspond to those in (ii). (E) Distribution of microhomology analyzed for all resolvable junctions of MMB-TIs from D1 shown
in (B) (n = 155). Microhomology = identical bases; microhomeology = identical, but with 1bp mismatch or gap allowed. (F) Similar to (E), but for D2
shown in (C) (n = 148). (G) Number of novel MMB-TIs from D1 (from B) and those already existing in NCBI’s Nucleotide collection (nr/nt). (H) Similar
to (G), but for events from D2 (from C).
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which we term, ‘direct duplications’ (Figure 2A (DD); Sup-
plementary Figure S4B). This was the most abundant class,
with 42 and 47 direct duplications identified in subjects
D1 and D2, respectively (Figure 2B, C). The second class
were deletions that resulted from template switching inside
the quasi-palindrome, which brought together two pieces of
the palindrome that were not previously juxtaposed (Figure
2A (DQP); Supplementary Figure S4C). These events were
much less common, with only 8 and 1 event identified in
subjects D1 and D2, respectively (Figure 2B, C). Finally,
we also observed cases that we termed ‘complex’, because
they likely involved several template switching events (Fig-
ure 2A (CM) and Supplementary Figure S7). For example,
one event (Figure 2D) first copied from an upstream tem-
plate in the reverse direction, switched to a second template
and copied in the forward direction, and then switched to
a third template, copying again in the forward direction.
This resulted in an insertion originating from 3 distinct tem-
plates. We identified 33 complex events in subject D1 and 26
complex events in subject D2 (Figure 2B, C).

We next explored the length of microhomologies mediat-
ing the MMB-TI events uncovered by MMBSearch. For all
manually verified events, we identified the junctions with re-
solvable templates and calculated the amount of microho-
mology present on their borders. We observed that 138 of
155 resolvable junctions from MMB-TI events in D1 and
135 of 148 resolvable junctions from MMB-TIs in D2 con-
tained at least 1 bp of microhomology (Figure 2E, F). In
general, all MMB-TI type classes contained junctions with
microhomology, though microhomology length varied be-
tween types (See Supplementary Data S5–S8, and Supple-
mentary Figures S5 and S6 for microhomology distribu-
tions by class). In addition, allowing for a single mismatch
or gap to interrupt the complementary bases at junctions
revealed additional bases that could have been used as mi-
crohomology during the formation of these events. We re-
fer to this interrupted microhomology as ‘microhomeology,’
similarly to the phenomenon described in (6,9,31,32). Be-
cause we cannot determine whether these mismatches were
present when the event formed, it is impossible to discern
whether the event was initiated by annealing at a micro-
homeologous site or at a site of longer microhomology. In
either case, the amount of microhomology that was used to
promote the formation of these events could be longer than
what is present at the junctions. Together, the presence of
microhomologies at the resolvable junctions of the majority
of germline events for both individuals indicates that they
are most likely the result of template switching driven by
microhomology and, therefore, we propose that they result
from an MMBIR-like mechanism (Figure 2A), even though
other mechanisms cannot be excluded.

Because all MMB-TI events were present in both the
blood and in fibroblast clones, we next asked whether they
were more likely embryonic or represented common vari-
ations of evolutionary origin. However, without the abil-
ity to conduct similar analyses on sequencing from the
individuals’ parents to differentiate between the two, we
used BLAST to instead check whether these insertions
matched other known non-reference human genome se-
quences. We used BLASTn to query NCBI’s nucleotide col-
lection (nr/nt), which includes previously identified non-

reference human genomic sequences from diverse popula-
tions, to determine whether our MMB-TI events also exist
in the genomes of other individuals. We found that only 24
of the 103 events from D1 and 22 of the 99 events from D2
were also found in other studies (Figure 2G, H) and there-
fore are not likely to be of embryonic origin, as they exist
across populations of humans. The majority of the germline
events that we identified in both individuals were not found
in previously published studies and therefore represent un-
described events that either arose as de-novo germline events
or represent previously unidentified evolutionary events. In
addition, comparison of germline events between the two
individuals (D1 and D2), demonstrated that ∼49% (D1)
and 51% (D2) of them were common for both individuals,
and among them, 30% (D1) and 31% (D2) were those that
were not found in NCBI databases (Supplementary Data
S5, S7). Because these two individuals are assumed to be un-
related, it is likely that at least these common novel MMB-
TI mutations also exist across human populations.

Together, we have identified novel events that were
present in human populations, and we propose that both
novel and previously identified events were formed through
an MMBIR-like mechanism. Interestingly, many of these
events represent a broader complexity than what was ini-
tially defined by our MMB-TI signature, demonstrating
that MMBSearch is capable of identifying a variety of com-
plex events that were not identifiable by other methods.

Cancer cells accumulate MMB-TI events

To determine whether MMB-TIs arise at a high frequency
in cancers, we analyzed tumor samples and their matched
non-tumor controls obtained from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) and dbGaP. For this analysis, we extracted
all unmapped reads for each sample, analyzed them with
MMBSearch using the same parameters for both tumor
and matched non-tumor samples, and searched for inser-
tions that were a minimum of 10 bp (See Materials and
Methods for details). To accommodate tumor heterogeneity
and enable detection of sub-clonal MMB-TI mutations that
may exist at very low levels in each sample across varying
genome coverages, we set clustering parameters to a min-
imum of three reads per cluster. We determined the num-
ber of MMB-TI events in a total of 71 tumor and matching
non-tumor samples obtained from TCGA (Supplementary
Data S9). To accommodate varying depths of sequencing
coverage across many samples, we normalized the number
of MMB-TI events called to the total number of reads for
each sample (Supplementary Data S10). Across the seven
cancer types analyzed, tumors from ovarian cancer, lung
adenocarcinoma, colon adenocarcinoma, and endocervical
adenocarcinoma sites had statistically significant increases
in the number of calls made by MMBSearch in the tumor
samples compared to their matched non-tumor counter-
parts (Figure 3A; Supplementary Data S10), and average
fold increases of 1.7–2.3× (Figure 3B). Breast invasive car-
cinoma tumors did not show a significant increase overall,
but some cases displayed exceptionally high levels of MMB-
TIs in the tumor samples compared to non-tumor (4.7- to
23-fold increase). This was also true of some lung adenocar-
cinoma tumors, which had fold-increases of 3.2- to 8.6-fold
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Figure 3. The level of MMB-TIs is increased in tumors from multiple primary tumor sites. (A) Number of MMBSearch calls per 100 million reads quantified
for paired tumor (red) and non-tumor (blue) samples. WGS data was obtained from 71 total TCGA cancer cases. Asterisks indicate statistically significant
difference in the level of MMB-TIs between tumor and non-tumor for each cancer site (P-value < 0.05) calculated by ratio paired t-test. NS = no significant
difference. Cancer primary sites are as follows: Ovarian cancer (OVA) (n = 14), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) (n = 19), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD)
(n = 6), cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma (CESC) (n = 5), breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) (n = 10), prostate
adenocarcinoma (PRAD) (n = 9), and glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) (n = 8). Black lines indicate median values for each set. (B) Fold-increase in the
amount of tumor versus non-tumor MMBSearch calls shown in (A). Each dot represents one cancer case (tumor compared to matched non-tumor). Black
lines indicate mean fold-increase.
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(Figure 3B). These data suggest that MMB-TIs arise in tu-
mors from multiple primary sites and accumulate in tumor
cells, resulting in elevated levels of MMB-TI events in tu-
mors. We also note that the non-tumor sites in the analyzed
patients often contained levels of MMB-TI events that ex-
ceed the level that we observed in the fibroblasts of the nor-
mal individuals (see Discussion).

For more detailed analysis and further verification of the
MMBSearch results, we chose to focus on lung adenocar-
cinomas based on our observation that MMB-TI events
were significantly elevated in lung adenocarcinoma samples
from TCGA, and because it was recently demonstrated that
this type of cancer frequently accumulates single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) and also likely uses BIR for DSB repair
(33,34), which can enable MMBIR. We chose a stage IV
lung adenocarcinoma case from a patient with no smok-
ing history from dbGaP and analyzed the tumor and non-
tumor samples with MMBSearch, using identical param-
eters to those used to analyze all other TCGA datasets.
For this patient, after excluding germline MMB-TIs, we
observed 2.6-fold more tumor-specific MMB-TI calls com-
pared to matching non-tumor samples (Figure 4A, B; Sup-
plementary Data S11). We next manually inspected all (593)
chromosome 1 tumor-specific calls, and found that 84.5%
matched the classic MMB-TI (CLSC) pattern (21) (Figure
4C). This high level of MMB-TI events is in stark contrast
to the low number of events found on chromosome 1 of one
of the fibroblast clones identified in individual D2 when an-
alyzed with the same MMBSearch parameters (Supplemen-
tary text; Supplementary Figure S8A; Supplementary Data
S12). The remaining 92 (15.5%) calls represented noise,
which included alterations of microsatellites and various
types of erroneous calls (see Supplementary Figure S1C for
descriptions and examples). As an additional control, we
isolated genomic DNA from three expanded clonal cultures
of lung fibroblast cells and performed WGS using the same
library preparation and sequencing method used for the
lung tumor samples (see Materials and Methods and Sup-
plementary Text). When analyzed with the MMBSearch
tool using identical parameters, we observed that only 3–5%
of MMB-TI calls per clone on chromosome 1 matched the
MMB-TI signature (CLSC) (Supplementary Figure S8B),
which was much lower than the level of observed MMB-
TI events found in the lung tumor. We thus conclude that
MMB-TIs are highly prevalent in this tumor sample.

Next, to determine the amount of microhomology that
mediated the MMB-TI events we identified, we analyzed
junctions of 103 MMB-TIs on chromosome 1 by position
to determine the length of microhomology used and toler-
ance for mismatches. We found that 80% of MMB-TI event
junctions included microhomology sequences of between 2
and 12 bp (average 3.7 bp), and 95% of junctions contained
between 2 and 12 bp of microhomeology, with the aver-
age length increasing to 5.1 bp (Figure 4D; Supplementary
Data S12 and S13). Therefore, we propose that practically
all events were mediated by microhomology or microhome-
ology, identifying them as authentic MMB-TIs, which were
frequent in this cancer sample.

Finally, we also identified several complex MMB-TI
events in the tumor sample, which resulted from several
consecutive template switching events mediated by micro-

homologies, and sometimes produced chromosomal fusions
(Figure 4E, F; Supplementary Data S14) (see Supplemen-
tary text for full description of these events). Notably, in this
cancer sample all identified complex and CLSC MMB-TIs
had low clonality in the sample (Supplementary Data S14).

Clonal MMB-TI events lead to disruption of tumor suppres-
sor genes in lung adenocarcinoma

Due to the limitations of analyzing genomic sequencing
data from database sources, namely the inability to con-
firm particularly complex MMB-TIs by additional methods
such as PCR and Sanger sequencing, we next extracted ge-
nomic DNA and performed WGS on a stage IB lung adeno-
carcinoma tumor and matched non-tumor lung tissue sam-
ples obtained from a 43-year-old patient with a smoking his-
tory. We then analyzed the tumor (BO13-UIBB-1654) and
non-tumor (BO14-UIBB-1654) derived reads with MMB-
Search using identical parameters to those used to ana-
lyze the database-derived cancer samples. After excluding
germline calls, we observed that tumor-specific MMB-TI
calls were 2.3-fold more abundant compared to non-tumor
when normalized to the number of sequencing reads for
each sample (Figure 5A, B; Supplementary Data S15 and
S16). We manually inspected all (414 total) tumor-specific
MMB-TI calls on chromosome 1 (Figure 5C; Supplemen-
tary Data S17; Supplementary Figure S1C), and observed
that 82% clearly matched the classic MMB-TI (CLSC) pat-
tern. Next, we analyzed junctions of the first 105 MMB-TI
events on chromosome 1 by position. We found that 80% of
MMB-TI junctions included microhomology sequences of
between 2 and 13 bp (average 3.7 bp), and 97% of junctions
contained between 2 and 17 bp of microhomeology, with the
average length increasing to 5.5 bp (Figure 5D, Supplemen-
tary Data S17). Importantly, in this sample junctions with
0, 1 and 2 bp of microhomology ‘acquired’ the most addi-
tional bases of microhomeology, averaging 3, 2.9 and 2.6
bp gained, respectively. We thus conclude that MMB-TIs
accumulate similarly in this tumor sample to the previously
described lung adenocarcinoma sample.

Though the majority of MMB-TI events detected in this
sample were also sub-clonal, we hypothesized that MMB-
TIs with higher clonality might represent initial genomic
instability in the tumor, or instability that conferred a se-
lective advantage later in tumor development. We identi-
fied two events, J2 and J6, that were detected by 14 and 11
reads respectively (Figure 6; Supplementary Data S18). Im-
portantly, in addition to an initial MMB-TI copied from a
nearby template, both of these junctions also included a sec-
ond region copied from a distant template, resulting in chro-
mosomal rearrangements (Figure 6Ai, iii, Bi, iii), which we
confirmed by PCR and Sanger sequencing (Figures 6Aii, Bii
and 7C; see Supplementary Text for detailed description).
The J2 MMB-TI created a fusion between chromosomes 5
and 20 (Figure 6Ai; Supplementary Data S18), likely by ini-
tiating on chromosome 20, copying from a nearby template,
and switching to chromosome 5 (Figure 6Aiii). Importantly,
the junction located on chromosome 20 intersects an in-
tron separating the functional exons of the ADNP gene,
making it likely that the resulting protein was affected by
the translocation (Supplementary Data S18). Mutations of
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Figure 4. MMB-TIs accumulate in a Lung adenocarcinoma case from dbGaP (accession ID: phs000488.v2.p1). (A) MMBSearch calls per chromosome
for lung tumor (SRA run ID: SRR556475) and matched non-tumor (SRA run ID: SRR551334) tissue samples. (B) Fold-increase of MMBSearch calls in
tumor specific-calls compared to non-tumor-specific calls (for the samples shown in A) normalized to the total number of reads for each individual sample.
(C) Analysis of all MMBSearch calls on Chromosome 1 for lung tumor (n = 593). Events were detected using identical parameters to those used in analysis
for Figure 3C. (D) Microhomology and microhomeology distribution for MMB-TI event junctions from Chromosome 1 (n = 103) of the same lung tumor
sample. (E) MMB-TI event LT-1 found on p15.3 band of Chromosome 7 that is fused with the p11.4 band of Chromosome X. (i) Alignment of event LT-1
consensus to all reference templates. Insertion consists of two parts (orange and pink text) copied from two corresponding templates (light blue and green
respectively). Chromosome 7 sequence is shown in black text, and Chromosome X sequence is shown in purple. Microhomology used in each template
switching event is underlined and highlighted in light green boxes, and additional microhomology is highlighted in yellow boxes. (ii) Schematic illustrating
template switching events that lead to the formation of LT-1. Circled numbers indicate order of template switches, Boxed arrows indicate direction of
synthesis, numbers above boxes indicate length of synthesis, and colors correspond to those in (i). (F) MMB-TI LT-2 found on p12.1 band of Chromosome
7 that is fused with the q16.3 band of Chromosome 6. (i) Alignment of event LT-2 consensus to all refence templates. Chromosome 7 sequence is shown
in black text, and Chromosome 6 sequence is shown in teal. Other text colors and highlights similar to those in (E, i). (ii) Schematic illustrating template
switching events that lead to the formation of LT-2. Circled numbers indicate order of template switches, Boxed arrows indicate direction of synthesis,
numbers below boxes indicate length of synthesis, and colors correspond to those in (i).
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Figure 5. MMB-TI events accumulate de novo in a Lung adenocarcinoma patient sample. (A) The number of MMBSearch calls per chromosome for
lung tumor (BO13-UIBB-1654) and matched non-tumor (BO14-UIBB-1654) tissue samples. (B) Fold-increase of MMBSearch calls in tumor-specific calls
compared to non-tumor-specific calls (for the counts shown in A) normalized to the total number of reads for each individual sample. (C) Analysis of all
MMBSearch calls on Chromosome 1 in lung tumor from (A) (n = 414). Parameters for both samples were ≥3 reads per cluster, insertions that are ≥10
bp in length, and ≥80% identity between template and insertion. (D) Microhomology and microhomeology distribution for lung tumor-specific MMB-TI
event junctions (n = 105) from Chromosome 1 (dataset shown in A (Chromosome 1) and C).

ADNP, a transcription factor that is part of the SWI/SNF
chromatin remodeling complex, have been identified as a
cause of neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism (35)
and ADNP has been identified as a potential tumor sup-
pressor in breast and colorectal cancers (36,37). Likewise,
the J6 MMB-TI created a chromosomal rearrangement that
fused two regions of chromosome 5 located 34 kb away
from one another (Figure 6Bi; Supplementary Data S18),
likely initiating from the region telomere-proximal to the
fusion, copying from a nearby template, and switching to
the centromere-proximal junction (Figure 6Biii). Similar to

the J2 MMB-TI, this event resulted in a fusion between
two distinct introns of the EBF1 gene (Supplementary Data
S18), which encodes a transcription factor necessary for B-
cell progenitor differentiation. Mutations in EBF1 are com-
mon in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (38), and heterozy-
gosity of this gene is associated with increased DNA dam-
age and decreased homologous recombination through de-
creased Rad51 expression and decreased apoptosis in mice
(38). Both the J2 and J6 MMB-TIs contained microhomol-
ogy or microhomeology at their junctions (Figure 6Aii and
Bii, see Supplementary text for detailed description).
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Figure 6. MMB-TI initiates genomic rearrangements. (A) (i) MMB-TI event J2 found on q13.13 band of Chromosome 20 (Chr20) that is fused to the
q11.2 band of Chromosome 5 (Chr5) (red vertical lines indicate positions). (ii) Alignment of J2 consensus to all reference templates. Insertion consists of
2 parts (orange and pink text) copied from two corresponding templates (light blue and green, respectively). Chromosome 20 sequence is shown in black
text, and Chromosome 5 sequence is shown in navy. Microhomology used in each template switching event is underlined and highlighted in light green
boxes. (iii) Schematic illustrating template switching events that lead to the formation of J2. Circled numbers indicate order of template switches. Boxed
arrows indicate direction of synthesis, numbers above boxes indicate length of synthesis, and colors correspond to those in (i). (B) (i) MMB-TI events J5
and J6 found on q33.3 band of Chromosome 5. (ii) Alignment of the J5 rearrangement junction consensus to its reference components on Chromosome 5
and Chromosome 20. Microhomology at J5 is underlined and highlighted in light green boxes. Alignment of event J6 consensus to all reference templates.
All labeling similar to (Ai). (iii) Schematic illustrating the structure of J5, its proximity to J6 (89bp), and the two template switching events that lead to the
formation of J6. Circled numbers indicate order of template switches. Boxed arrows indicate direction of synthesis, numbers above boxes indicate length
of synthesis, and colors correspond to those in i.
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Figure 7. Sub-clonal MMB-TI events associated with multiple additional breakpoints on Chromosomes 5 and 20. (A) Schematic of all junctions found
on Chromosomes 5 and 20. Chromosome positions (red lines on banding diagram) correspond to each cluster of junctions (Rectangles on schematic). L
or R indicates Left or Right side of junction with respect to the 5′ to 3′ reference genome. Arrows points indicate forward (to right) or reverse (to left)
strands. Arrow colors correspond to the model shown in (D). (B) Distribution of microhomology and microhomeology at all junctions shown in (A) (see
Supplementary Data S18 for individual junction counts). (C) PCR confirmation of MMB-TI -related rearrangement junctions shown in (A). Primers were
designed to anneal at positions 100–300 bp from the rearrangement junctions and expected band sizes are listed below each lane. Blue arrowheads indicate
non-specific bands in non-tumor control reactions. (D) Two Models for the formation of junctions J5 and J6 shown in (A): (i) replication fork stalling at a
damage site (DSB) leads to template switching of the leading strand to the lagging strand template, and subsequent template switching to distant site on
Chromosome 5, while a second broken end invades Chromosome 20. (ii) During BIR, the leading strand template switches to the opposite strand within
the D-loop structure. D-loop resolution then yields two broken DNA ends that invade different regions on Chromosome 5 and Chromosome 20. Both
scenarios lead to genomic rearrangements initiated at an MMB-TI event.
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MMB-TIs initiate genetic instability in a lung adenocarci-
noma

The higher read evidence for MMB-TI mutation events J2
and J6, as compared to other MMB-TI mutation calls (Sup-
plementary Data S17), suggests a higher level of clonality
of these two mutations in the tumor. Because these events
involved chromosomes 5 and 20, we asked whether there
were additional junctions nearby on these two chromo-
somes with similar levels of read evidence that might be re-
lated to these MMB-TIs. We found 7 additional breakpoint
junctions involving chromosomes 5 and 20 with similar lev-
els of clonality that were confirmed by PCR (Figure 7A, C;
Supplementary Data S18 and S19; see Supplementary text
for details). These junctions also contained varying lengths
of microhomology (Figure 7B; Supplementary Data S18
and S19), and although they did not produce an obvious
change in ploidy, they were associated with detectable in-
creases in nearby read counts (Supplementary Figure S9A,
B). Analysis of clusters also revealed that the cluster con-
taining MMB-TI event J6 contained a second junction less
than 100 bp away called J5 (Figure 6Bii, iii). Based on the
proximity of these two independent junctions, it is likely that
the J6 MMB-TI initiated template switching that led to dis-
coordination of two ends from a single break, resulting in
two distinct rearrangements at a single locus. Because the J6
MMB-TI replaces the majority of its template, we can spec-
ulate that it was copied from either the lagging strand in the
context of a stalled replication fork (Figure 7Di), or from
the top strand within the BIR D-loop (Figure 7Dii), before
template switching to a more distal template, while the J5
junction forms as the result of template switching initiated
by a second broken end (Figure 7Di, ii). This pattern of co-
incident junctions was also found in fully clonal rearrange-
ment events (determined by read count), with one MMB-TI
identified to be just 63 bp away from a second independent
junction (Supplementary Data S18, Junctions J14 and J15;
see supplementary text for more details).

We propose that the coincident breakpoints observed at
different levels of clonality represent the initial breaks from
which all other observed rearrangements with similar lev-
els of clonality proceeded. Further, the presence of MMB-
TI events at these coincident junctions implicate MMB-TI
as an initiator of genomic rearrangements, which culminate
in chromothripsis. Thus, by searching for MMB-TIs with
MMBSearch we were able to unravel entire complex rear-
rangements that are similar to the MMBIR events described
in (7,11,17,39) in connection to neurological diseases and
chromothripsis.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we employed our novel MMBSearch software
tool to identify MMB-TI events based on the signature of
MMB-TI with unprecedented resolution and irrespective of
whether they produced a CGR or CNV. This approach al-
lowed us to determine the frequency of MMB-TI events in
different cell contexts, which uncovered highly disparate fre-
quencies in normal human cells compared to cancer cells.
Specifically, we identified increased levels of MMB-TIs in
cancer samples that we sequenced for this study as well as in

samples from publicly available databases, where they pre-
viously could not be detected. While MMB-TIs were rare
in somatic fibroblasts, they were frequent in cancers. More-
over, MMB-TIs were detected only as germline events in
fibroblasts, whereas they accumulated over time in cancer
cells and contributed to genetic instability. Importantly, our
analysis of MMB-TIs identified by MMBSearch allowed
us to uncover additional features that were not originally
part of our MMB-TI signature. Specifically, the majority of
events were associated not only with microhomology, but
also with microhomeology, suggesting that it represents a
common feature of mammalian MMB-TIs. Also, some of
the identified events were much more complex than our
original signature, which demonstrated the flexibility of our
MMBSearch tool.

Based on our data, we propose a model explaining the
formation of MMB-TIs that can lead to MMBIR outcomes
(Figure 8). In this model, as a result of fork stalling or induc-
tion of a double strand break (Figure 8i), a 3′ single-strand
DNA (ssDNA) end formed by dissociation of a nascent
strand from its template during S-phase replication, or by
5′-to-3′ resection of DSB ends, can anneal to exposed ss-
DNA at a site of microhomology, or invade double-strand
DNA (dsDNA) using microhomology to prime synthesis
(Figure 8ii). Subsequent template switching events can ei-
ther return to the original template or anneal elsewhere,
resulting in a more complex rearrangement (Figure 8iii).
More localized MMBIR events that do not disrupt genes
may accumulate as germline variants over the course of
evolution, while more complex MMBIR events, especially
those that disrupt genes or lead to CGRs, are more likely to
appear only in pathogenic contexts (Figure 8iv). According
to our model, MMBIR can result from interruption of BIR
or (directly) from the interruption of S-phase replication. In
both cases, the MMB-TIs could represent the initiating step
of MMBIR.

Initiation of MMB-TI often involves microhomeology

Our analysis determined that template switching leading to
MMB-TIs involved microhomologies, which is consistent
with our proposed molecular mechanism (Figure 8). Pre-
vious attempts to determine the microhomology require-
ments for chromothripsis (17) suffered from collectively an-
alyzed events originating from different repair mechanisms,
making it impossible to determine the microhomology re-
quirements for MMBIR specifically. Our analysis of MMB-
TI events (often leading to MMBIR) in lung adenocarci-
nomas demonstrated that nearly all MMB-TI events in-
volved a significant amount of microhomology. We further
report that these microhomologies can often be extended
by allowing gaps or mismatches. In particular, we observed
that addition of tolerance for a single unmatched base
(gap or mismatch) universally extended microhomology at
all junctions, but especially at those that were previously
recorded as having 0 to 1 bp of microhomology. The im-
plications of this are two-fold. First, it suggests that the ac-
tual amount of homology typically used for MMB-TI (and
likely for all cases of MMBIR) is higher than previously
appreciated. Second, it indicates that the annealing (pair-
ing) between strands initiating the template switching that
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Figure 8. Model explaining formation of MMB-TIs and their possible genomic MMBIR outcomes. (i) Initation: Stalling of leading, lagging strand,
or induction of a double strand break lead to replication problems or induction of BIR. (ii) Process: 3′ single-strand (ss) DNA ends are formed by
dissociation of a nascent strand from its template during S-phase replication or by 5′ to 3′ resection of DSB ends. Dissociated or resected 3′-ssDNA
anneals at microhomology to nearby exposed ssDNA or invades nearby dsDNA at microhomology to prime DNA synthesis. (iii) Outcomes: Additional
rounds of template switching, or invasion mediated by microhomology can lead to either a return to the original template or more complex rearrangements.
(iv) Context: MMB-TI events that do not disrupt genes are more likely to accumulate as germline variants over the course of evolution. More complex
MMB-TI events, especially those that disrupt genes or lead to gross chromosomal rearrangements, may only appear in pathogenic contexts.

produces MMB-TIs does not have to be perfect. In fact,
based on our findings, even the 3′-most base does not have
to be matched to the template to prime synthesis.

The concept of imperfect microhomology, or micro-
homeology, that we used in this work is different from what
has been described in previous studies that attempted to ac-
count for microhomology containing mismatches (31). The
authors attempted to define microhomeology by gapped
alignment of junction-flanking sequences, which demon-
strated that microhomology could be imperfect, but did not
specify cases with a mismatch at the 3′ end implicated in
priming the synthesis. In our analysis, in which we identi-
fied unmatched bases beginning from the 3′ end, we were
able to demonstrate that MMB-TI can be initiated even
when the bases closest to the 3′ end are mismatched. The
observation that MMB-TI can utilize microhomeologous

sequences allows us to speculate that formation of MMB-TI
is unlikely to be carried out by polymerase(s) that conduct
S-phase DNA synthesis, which possess efficient exonucle-
ase function that would be expected to remove mismatched
bases before extending. Translesion polymerases are likely
candidates for this function. Indeed, in yeast, we previously
demonstrated that polymerase � is responsible for MMB-TI
formation. (21).

Another candidate polymerase to initiate synthesis from
imperfect primers in mammalian cells is Pol�, which is
known to form insertions and deletions by initiating DNA
synthesis from primers annealed at microhomologies in
theta-mediated end-joining (TMEJ) (40,41). It has been re-
cently shown that, during DSB repair, TMEJ favors anneal-
ing of a broken 3′ end at microhomologies most proximal
to DSBs (42). Furthermore, Pol� has been shown to aid in
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repair of collapsed replication forks (43) which can serve as
substrates for the initiation of MMBIR. It is possible that
Pol�-mediated TMEJ may represent at least a subset of the
MMB-TI events that we uncovered in this study. Because
the literature regarding TMEJ has focused on shorter, less
complex insertions than we associate here with MMB-TIs,
we propose that the events we describe here as MMB-TIs
are likely distinct from those previously described as TMEJ.

MMBSearch as a tool to detect MMB-TIs

In this study, we used our new software tool to detect the ini-
tial, and sometimes multiple template switches of MMB-TI
events. Consistent with our initial hypothesis, many of these
events were discarded by conventional BWA mapping meth-
ods, where they were either unmapped or among clipped
reads, depending on the parameters of mapping. We pre-
viously developed a software tool for direct detection of
MMBIR (MMB-TI) events in the yeast genome (44), but
that approach lacked the efficiency and flexibility required
to query larger and more complex datasets of human cancer
genomes for discovery of potentially longer and more com-
plex MMB-TI events. While our data here show that MMB-
TIs accumulate massively in cancer, the previous tool dis-
covered very few MMB-TIs when piloted on a breast cancer
genome, suggesting poor sensitivity when analyzing human
cancer genomes. In creating MMBSearch, we re-designed
the core of the previous tool to increase sensitivity and
to better inform the search algorithm with what is known
about MMB-TI/MMBIR in human genomes from stud-
ies of human diseases (8,10,11,16,17,19,20). Specifically, we
implemented a new clustering algorithm that allows for the
accurate discovery of MMB-TIs that shift sequence reading
frame that were thrown out by the previous tool, we added
a novel parallel computing approach that makes MMB-
Search suitable for identifying MMB-TI signatures far more
efficiently within complex datasets like cancer genomes that
exhibit massive genome instability, and we added addi-
tional flexibility to parameters that allow MMBSearch to
call longer, multi-templated, and non-returning MMB-TI
events. Based on our data here, MMBSearch accurately
calls MMB-TIs in greater quantities and with greater com-
plexity than its predecessor. Its sensitivity is especially high
for identifying insertions without replacement, and some-
what lower for insertions with replacement, which likely re-
sults from the leveraging of reads that differ greatly from
the reference. Furthermore, by adding more flexible param-
eters for the comparison of MMB-TIs to their templates,
MMBSearch can discover complex multi-template MMB-
TI events. In the future, one possible improvement could be
to increase the search distance for MMB-TI templates from
very nearby (100 bp) to genome-wide. This would allow us
to identify all MMB-TI /MMBIR events, including those
that have templates further away, potentially on other chro-
mosomes.

The results from the present study indicate that MMB-
Search should be automated in the future to enable iden-
tification of subsequent template switches to distant and
nearby templates. This currently requires manual curation
of events to identify additional templates for highly complex
MMB-TI events. Automation of this process would con-

tribute to our understanding of the mechanism that gener-
ates complex MMB-TI/MMBIR patterns like those discov-
ered in this study. In addition, automation for determining
the amount of microhomology and microhomeology asso-
ciated with MMB-TI represents another important goal.

MMB-TI: a driver of cancer evolution?

Our results suggest that normal human cells differ from can-
cer cells in their propensity for MMB-TI. In the genomes of
normal skin fibroblasts from two individuals, MMB-TI sig-
natures were only present as germline variants, which dif-
ferentiates MMB-TI events from all other mutations, in-
cluding base substitutions and frameshifts that have been
observed to accumulate with age in these cells (27). Some
of the MMB-TIs were also found as a subset of germline
events across human populations from other studies, or
were shared between the two individuals, implying that
these events may have accumulated over the course of hu-
man evolution. While these germline MMB-TIs could be
complex, having copied from up to five templates to form
a single event, they generally did not lead to CGRs. This
is expected, as the selective pressure imposed during evolu-
tion would likely eliminate detrimental MMB-TIs from the
genome, except in some rare cases of congenital diseases.

In tumors, across a variety of TCGA cohorts, our results
indicate that MMB-TIs accumulate de novo. Most accumu-
lated MMB-TIs were sub-clonal, but in our detailed anal-
ysis of lung adenocarcinomas, we specifically found some
rare MMB-TIs tied to GCR junctions that had expanded
in the tumor. Importantly, we observed these expanded
MMB-TI events disrupting DNA repair (EBF1) and chro-
matin remodeling (ADNP) genes. Based on this observa-
tion, we propose that MMB-TIs may play a critical role in
cancer initiation, progression, and innate drug resistance
by mutating tumor suppressor or oncogenes. For tumors
treated with chemo- or radiotherapy, in which DSBs are in-
duced en masse, MMB-TIs may play a key role in adaptive
response and disease relapse. A more comprehensive under-
standing of how the mutational landscape of tumor cells in-
fluences the propensity for MMB-TIs, and likely for MM-
BIR is needed to determine why some rearrangements may
be preferentially selected in certain genetic contexts.

In donors of tumors where MMB-TI events accumulated,
we often found high levels of MMB-TIs in matched normal
tissues as well. Although there was a general trend of in-
creased MMB-TI load in tumor compared to matched nor-
mal samples, the relatively high MMB-TI load in normal
tissue suggests that MMB-TI events may still accumulate in
some tissues of cancer patients, even though our analysis of
clonal fibroblast lineages of healthy individuals did not un-
cover accumulation of MMB-TIs. This may have been influ-
enced by the mutational landscape of the donors of fibrob-
last versus donors of tumor tissue, or it may indicate that
the predisposition of different tissue types to undergo DNA
damage and repair can influence the frequency of MMB-
TIs. These questions provide a blueprint for many future
studies that will require a wide breadth of new analyses to
answer, yet our work here provides the first proof of prin-
ciple aimed to demonstrate that thousands of MMB-TIs
can be found in cancer genomes and that different tissues
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and/or individuals may vary in their numbers. In the future,
extensive analysis of DNA samples from different tissues
and across populations of healthy donors would be required
to improve our understanding of how and where MMB-
TIs accumulate. One other possible source that could con-
tribute to the finding of elevated MMB-TI events in non-
tumor samples is contamination by tumor DNA, particu-
larly if tumor cells are actively being destroyed by treatment
or the immune system. Studies have found tumor DNA cir-
culating in the blood as cancer cells are eliminated (45–47),
and identification of tumor-specific mutations from circu-
lating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in the peripheral blood is the
basis for cancer diagnostic blood tests (48,49). This provides
one explanation for why some matched non-tumor samples,
particularly whole blood, have a high frequency of MMB-
TIs, and suggests that future studies to measure MMB-TI
signature load in blood could be useful as a diagnostic or
prognostic biomarker for some types of cancer.
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